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ABSTRACT

which can involve several swipes and taps on the phone, and
additional text entry on the primary device. This added complexity may be one reason for the low adoption rates of twostep verification thus far (e.g., 6.4% of Google users [23]).

We explore the use of a new way to log into a web service,
such as email or social media. Using on-demand biometrics,
users sign in from a browser on a computer using just their
name, which sends a request to their phone for approval. Users approve this request by authenticating on their phone using their fingerprint, which completes the login in the
browser. On-demand biometrics thus replace passwords or
temporary access codes found in two-step verification with
the ease of use of biometrics. We present the results of an
interview study on the use of on-demand biometrics with a
live login backend. Participants perceived our system as convenient and fast to use and also expressed their trust in fingerprint authentication to keep their accounts safe. We motivate the design of on-demand biometrics, present an analysis
of participants’ use and responses around general account security and authentication, and conclude with implications for
designing fast and easy cross-device authentication.

To simplify this process, some solutions have started to replace these temporary codes with an ‘approve’ and a ‘deny’
button on the phone to complete logins [3,6,35]. Alternatively, on-demand passwords discard users’ own passwords
and solely require typing in the temporary code sent to users’
phones [33]. While both methods try to alleviate the user of
some of the effort of two-step verification, neither method
performs any user authentication on the mobile device.
In this paper, we explore the use of on-demand biometrics, a
convenient way of cross-device authentication that replaces
passwords in the browser with biometric authentication on
the trusted mobile device users have linked to their accounts.
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INTRODUCTION

Webmail and social media services increasingly offer additional protection for users’ accounts [31], such as linking
phones to web accounts. When a user now logs in with their
name and password in a browser, the provider will send a
temporary code to their phone. The user then needs to enter
this code into the browser to complete the login. This process
is commonly called two-step verification or two-factor authentication and offered by several email providers (e.g., Microsoft Outlook [17], Yahoo Mail [34], Gmail [8]) and social
networks (e.g., Facebook [7], Twitter [30], LinkedIn [15]).

Figure 1: Login with on-demand biometrics: (a) A user enters
their name into the login form in the browser, (b) receives the
authentication request on their phone, and (c) approves it with
their fingerprint, which (d) completes the login in the browser.
ON-DEMAND BIOMETRICS: REPLACING PASSWORDS

As shown in Figure 1, our login system uses the biometric
sensors in today’s mobile devices to authenticate a login request from a browser running on a computer. To log in, a
user enters just their username in the login form in the
browser and clicks ‘continue’. The server then sends an authentication request to the trusted mobile device that is linked
to the account and updates the browser page with instructions
for the user to approve the request on the phone. Meanwhile,
an app on the phone receives the request and prompts the user
to authenticate through a biometric sensor, here a fingerprint
scanner embedded in the home button. The app then forwards the result of the authentication to the server, which updates the browser page again, now logging the user into their
email account after successfully authenticating on the phone.

While two-step verification protects user accounts from nontargeted attacks, it increases the effort required for users to
login [32]. Users not only need to remember their passwords,
but also need to receive and type in the temporary code,
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Note that the user authenticates against the profile stored on
the trusted phone, not that on the server. In our system, a user
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registers a phone as a trusted device when activating on-demand biometrics. The server then sends a one-time text with
a code to the phone, which the user needs to enter into the
browser. On-demand biometrics now replace the user’s password-based login; browsers continue to maintain login sessions as before and do not require more frequent logins.

desktop system can prevent attacks from malicious login requests, such as by using inaudible audio signals [20,21,27]
or Wifi [29], which requires virtually no interaction from the
user. Kumar et al. presented an evaluation of such pairing
methods, showing several that were secure and accepted by
users [14]. As pairing requires minimal interaction, we did
not include it as part of our usability evaluation, since it does
not affect the everyday interaction, which is what we study.

To explore the use of our system with real users, we integrated on-demand biometrics into the Yahoo email service,
replacing the login backend and extending the mobile Mail
app to perform biometric authentication. The Mail app was
otherwise unmodified and only showed a separate view when
receiving an authentication request from the server. A standalone app could accomplish the same, but we found it easiest
for users to include this into their already-installed Mail app.

STUDY METHODS: INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION

To understand the use of on-demand biometrics, we conducted a semi-structured interview-based study in the Summer of 2015. We recruited 12 external participants (ages 18–
49, M=34 years, 6 female) from the greater San Francisco
Bay Area using professional recruiters to ensure diversity.
Participants comprised a variety of ethnic backgrounds and
had diverse occupations (e.g., office manager, system administrator, photographer, sales clerk, student) and received a
gratuity of $75. All participants had been using TouchID on
their personal iPhones and were regular users of Yahoo Mail,
both on the web at home and the mobile app on their phone.
We recruited participants who had already set up their fingerprint sensor, because they were the users who would be
eligible to use on-demand biometrics in a production release.
This allowed us to test the usability and acceptance of our
new desktop authentication solution, not the particular user
interaction for enabling fingerprint scanning using TouchID.

To study people’s understanding of both the system and the
benefits our login procedure provides in comparison to existing systems, we conducted a semi-structured interviewbased study with 12 diverse participants and observed their
use of the system. We discovered that participants were sensitive to the contents of their mail inbox, validating on-demand biometrics for authentication, and explored their perception of convenience as well as their concerns around our
approach. We will discuss our findings and the implications
for the design of new cross-device login implementations.
BACKGROUND

On-demand biometrics are related to two-step verification,
mobile biometric authentication, and secure pairing methods.

We installed an extended Mail app on participants’ iPhones.
The system was fully implemented to work in the wild, including push messages through Apple’s service to the phone.
In addition to the biometric authentication on the phone
(BIOMETRICS interface), we integrated a separate approval interface to compare participants’ impressions of using just an
‘approve’ and ‘deny’ button on the phone (BUTTON interface), but no form of mobile authentication (e.g., [3,6,35]).

Two-step verification for webmail and social media services

Petsas et al. found that only 6.4% of Gmail’s 900 million active users (675 million on mobile [24]) had opted in to twostep verification as of late 2014 [23]. One explanation could
be the interaction overhead and delay of two-step verification [13], which Gunson et al. compared to traditional password login [10]. On average, their participants took 20 seconds longer to login and rated the convenience of use of traditional passwords higher. The 141 participants in Peevers
et al.’s evaluation also valued convenience and usability
above the added security level of two-step verification [22].

We explicitly did not tell participants that this study was
about logins. Participants performed three tasks on the Yahoo platform: finding the invitation email we had sent them,
scheduling a calendar appointment, and looking up a contact.
To accomplish each task, participants had to log in once, but
received no explanation about how we changed their login
process or login interfaces. Between tasks, we asked participants to put their phone back where they usually stored it
(e.g., pocket or purse) if they did not do this on their own.

Biometric authentication on mobile devices

Biometric authentication is typically faster and more convenient than password authentication [28]. On-demand biometrics currently use fingerprints as one possible biometric feature due to their wide use on iOS [2] and Android [19,26]
today [4], but equally support other product approaches, such
as face recognition as implemented by Android’s Face Unlock [1] or Windows Hello [18]. On-demand biometrics
could alternatively integrate mobile authentication proposed
in the literature, such as detecting the biometrics of users’
hands [25], voice [16], or scanning their ears or hands using
the device’s capacitive touchscreen (e.g., Bodyprint [12]).

During the interview, we asked participants about the types
of information that they had stored in their mail account and,
related to information, such as bank accounts, how secure
their email should be. Participants thought aloud during the
interactive parts of the study and we explore their thoughts
in the findings below. Sessions lasted one hour and participants were video and audio recorded. We analyzed all transcribed qualitative data from the interviews as a team (up to
four people) through a grounded-theory based affinity analysis with 740 items, which were exact quotes from participants. Leaf nodes in the affinity were direct quotes from our
interviews and we worked until all researchers were satisfied

Secure pairing of the mobile device and the user’s browser

Our current implementation assumes that users respond to
the same authentication request that they have issued from
the browser. Securely pairing a user’s phone once to the
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with the themes. Each theme, which represents a subsection
below, had support from multiple diverse participants.

P1 explained “It’s like using the technology of another device to make other things more secure, which is pretty cool.”

FINDINGS

All participants commented on the speed of login with ondemand biometrics. Instead of entering a password or receiving an additional code on their phone, they just placed their
finger on the fingerprint scanner to approve the request from
their browser. Participants appreciated the time and effort
saved through our approach. P10 pointed out the tradeoff between a strong password and the convenience of using it: “I
really like the fingerprint. It’s awesome, because your password has special characters. You have caps lock. You have
lowercase. You have numbers. With your fingerprint, it’s just
boom, done. It just makes things faster. It just cuts down the
time of waiting.” Several others also mentioned their frustrations with caps lock or frequently mistyping passwords.

Overall, all participants were able to understand the concept
of on-demand biometrics right away and successfully logged
into their web-based email accounts using biometric authentication on their phones. During our analysis of the interview
data, we found common themes and explore them below.
Email inboxes contain very sensitive data worth protecting

Showing the need for authentication beyond passwords, all
participants were aware of the sensitive data in their personal
email account and expressed that the security of their email
account was important to them. P8 reflected: “Most people,
when they think of their email, they don’t really think of security versus a bank account. But in my mind it’s the same,
because if you could get into [the account], you can find a
trove of information and that to me is worrisome. It could be
shopping, it could be your account, your Paypal account,
whatever it is, you can get to stuff from there.”

On-Demand Biometrics are simple and convenient

Participants generally commented on the simplicity of ondemand biometrics. Even though participants stored their
phones in their pockets or bags, after entering their username
and seeing the browser instructions to approve access on the
phone, they promptly reached for their phones. P4 reflected,
“It was really simple to use. Even if you don’t know anything
about computers or about your phone or anything, it’s just
really easy.” Not one participant hesitated when approving
the request. P11 spoke aloud while signing in: “I just approved the login request that Yahoo sent me stating that my
account was being signed in from another device, which is
new to me. I’m opening the login request, […] ‘Please use
Apple Touch ID to sign in.’ ‘Success.’ Oh that’s so cool.”

Many participants embraced their inbox as the place to actively manage access to other platforms. After once not having access to a password while on the go, P10 created an inbox folder with all of their login information: “Because I
have so many passwords, I have a folder in my Yahoo email
called ‘other important stuff.’ That’s where I send myself
emails for everything. Today, I booked Southwest Airline
tickets. I looked up under my ‘other important stuff’ folder, I
have my Southwest account, my Chase passwords, everything passwords organized and user ID. For everything
travel, financial, shopping, most banking.” P8 summed it up
by saying, “Email is big. Once you get into someone’s email,
basically the keys to the kingdom are in there.”

Unlike typical two-step verification, our approach does not
require users to type in a code that is sent to their phone. P4
found that “Instead of sometimes they’ll email you a code or
text you a code and you have to get the code and then put it
in there. It will give you the letters to type in or to verify that
it’s you. It just seems like a lot of processes, but this is really
quick and easy.” P5 stated, “The message was loud and
clear, we need to scan your finger to get to your mail.”

On-Demand Biometrics reduce effort during login

When logging in without a password, but using on-demand
biometrics, all participants immediately recognized the difference to traditional logins. Participants’ first responses typically contrasted our approach with the necessity of remembering passwords for traditional logins. P4 appreciated not
having to remember passwords anymore, telling us that “I
have a lot of different passwords for different things. [Your
system] makes things a lot easier.” P2 liked the feature for
situations in which they previously had to login from a new
computer, such as a friend’s place: “It seemed very easy to
use, not much brain power need to remember passwords.”

All participants also mentioned the speed of this type of login
over entering a password or using two-step verification. P2
commented, “It’s just easier [than typing a password] and
more convenient. I think it’s a time saver and it’s more of a
natural movement to just use your fingerprint.” Participants
also told us how they used their fingerprint to unlock the device eyes-free. P4 nursed her baby during the evaluation;
while she was distracted, she still completed all tasks quickly
and explained: “I could multitask at the same time. I could
log into my Yahoo account while I’m doing something else.”

In addition, participants mentioned that using biometric authentication in the place of passwords for their personal
emails increased their sense of security. For example, P9 had
experienced a compromised email account several times and
said “I don’t know how they’re getting the password, so I
changed the password to get it back. I do like having more
security, so people out of state or out of the country can’t log
into my email. I like it.” Many appreciated that biometric authentication uses the mobile device to gain access on the web.

On-Demand Biometrics alleviate the fear of impersonation

Our system increased participants’ perception of the security
of their account. Most participants worried about compromised accounts due to leaked databases or attackers guessing
weak passwords. P1 deemed our approach “better than a
password, because I can’t just tell someone my thumbprint
for them to draw it on and use it. Whereas with a password,
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someone else can know it, someone else can guess it, and
maybe they’re right. But nobody will be able to guess my
thumbprint and put it on there.” Most participants associated
fingerprint scanning with accessing their accounts in a bank
and seemed overly assured that, therefore, fingerprints are
also much more secure in protecting their email accounts. P7
asserted, “My fingerprint, there’s only one in the world, one
that exists is it, so usually no way that anybody could potentially log in to my bank account or log in to [my email]
through my phone because they don’t have my fingerprint.”
No participant mentioned lifted or spoofed fingerprints, or
expressed any concerns around exposed biometrics.

why my fingerprint doesn’t work”. A last concern participants had was a phone battery that had run out. Asked how
they would approach this situation, P10 surmised “I guess
you would have to call Yahoo customer service.”, while P4
would “click on ‘I can’t access my account.’ Maybe I’d have
a password, like a default or security questions like they normally do when you forget your password.”
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSION

Considering the space of existing implementations of twostep verification, we chose a new type of cross-device login
that lies between one-time passwords sent to the phone [33]
and just touchscreen controls to accept or decline a request [3,6,35], both of which require extra effort [10,22]. We
have seen how on-demand biometrics strike a positive balance between the perceived security, convenience, and speed
of use for users. Multiple studies in the related work have
shown that usability trumps security for users, confirming
the user’s aversion to overhead in interacting with devices,
and leading to low opt-in rates [23]. On-demand biometrics
reduce the login process to just grabbing the phone and placing a finger on the home button, which participants often performed in a single motion during our evaluation, even while
multitasking. On-demand biometrics thus reduce the overhead of one-time passwords, while providing the simple interaction of touchscreen buttons. We now distill two main
implications for the design of cross-device authentication.

More importantly, we observed that participants recognized
the potential of on-demand biometrics to prevent non-targeted attacks. Although most participants had not been using
two-step verification for their accounts, many pointed out
that breaking into their accounts becomes harder when using
biometrics. P9 particularly appreciated this fact and told us,
“I’m assuming that someone from Africa wouldn’t be able to
get in, whereas for some reason some people have been able
to get your password from out of the country.”
Comparing the BIOMETRICS and BUTTON interfaces, all participants understood the extra level of control that requiring
their fingerprint has over a simple ‘approve’ button, and that
it did not create any additional effort. For example, P9 explained that the BUTTON condition “didn’t require my fingerprint, it just required me to tap ‘approve’, actually. Then I
feel like it’s better to have that extra step of using your fingerprint. It’s not even a real extra step, it’s much easier. It’s
really convenient and it adds a level of security.”

Extend the constraints of a web page with powerful sensors
on mobile devices: Conceptually, on-demand biometrics replace the password manager in users’ browsers with users’
biometric features. Given the acceptance, speed, and convenience of use, on-demand biometrics can generalize beyond
traditional logins and give users control over individual interactions on a more granular level [11]. Since biometric approval is fast, our feature could be used to authenticate and
approve web-based requests to charge a user’s credit card,
change the address of an account, or delete personal records.

Finally, participants commented that they really felt in control when using on-demand biometrics. P7 said “It’s kind of
like the phone alerts me if someone else is trying to use it. I
can hit deny or I can [authenticate].” Other participants also
mentioned that they felt an increased awareness of when
someone would try to access their email accounts.

Promote authentication requests directly to the lock screen:
Future implementations of on-demand biometrics should
display requests on the lock screen, prompt for authentication right away, and render unlocking the phone redundant
similar to a triggered alarm. Similarly, future wearable devices with integrated biometric sensors could be used to securely approve such requests across computers.

On-Demand Biometrics require good fallback design

Our current implementation requires users to have their
phones within reach during login, but participants revealed
scenarios that challenge this assumption [5], showing a clear
need for fallback options when a phone is out of reach, such
as backup codes [9] or trusted backup devices from family.
P5 said “I have it with me almost all the time, except when
I’m at home.” At the same time, most participants reported
that they are permanently logged in at home and use their
browser’s password manager to store all credentials. P11
said “Since it would be used with unrecognized devices, most
likely that means you’re going to be in public or out somewhere, and then most likely I would have my phone with me.”

Overall, on-demand biometrics are a promising alternative to
current implementations of two-step verification, addressing
the challenges of convenience and speed of use that previous
work has found to be responsible for low adoption rates. The
themes in our analysis emerged across a diverse set of participants and thus provide a useful insight into the impression
of everyday users. A quick look at the statistics of the usage
of the mobile Yahoo Mail app (n > 1,000,000) shows that
61% of Yahoo’s iOS users have a Touch ID-capable device
and 72% of them actively use it—a vast potential for the
adoption of on-demand biometrics for conveniently accessing accounts and interacting with sensitive information.

Participants also recounted situations when their fingerprint
scanner had refused access, such as when hands were wet or
dirty. While some participants recommended to “just dry it
or wipe it off, then it will work” (P11), P2 noted that “when
you put lotion on your hands and stuff, […] that’s sometimes
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